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VIION FOR LARNING
The Facult and ta at Drexel Hill Middle chool will provide a comprehensive and challenging educational program which encourages all
learners in a safe environment to respect others, value education, and appreciate and contriute to their communit as con dent, independent
thinkers.

TRING COMMITT
Name

Position

uilding/Group

Jen Rosen

Lead Teacher

DHM

Lauren Love

Lead Teacher

DHM

Pete chiller

Assistant Principal

DHM

van Kramp

Assistant Principal

DHM

Fran Mclhenne

Assistant Principal

DHM

Lisa Murra

Classroom Teacher

DHM

Caitln heehan

pecial ducation Teacher

DHM

heila ell

ocial Worker

DHM

tace Dole

ocial Worker

DHM

Cath razunas

Classroom Teacher

DHM

Vicki aldutti

Classroom Teacher

DHM

rin Tro

Parent

DHM

Matt Allowa

Principal

DHM

Name

Position

uilding/Group

Danielle ertoni

Guidance Counselor

DHM

Colleen Arnold

Guidance Counselor

DHM

Maura McLean

Guidance Counselor

DHM

Karen entz

Reading pecialist

DHM

TALIHD PRIORITI
Priorit tatement

With a positive emphasis on using the data tools availale to enhance the practice of teaching, and a commitment to
working with a professional math coach and department supervisor, the teachers and administrators at Drexel Hill Middle
chool will commit to showing a positive trend in achievement in mathematics.

Outcome
Categor

Mathematics
Professional
learning
Mathematics

 strengthening our PI classroom and environmental practices, the administration, facult, safet officers, and support

chool

staff will promote and sustain a positive school environment where memers feel welcomed, supported, and safe in school
(sociall, emotionall, intellectuall, and phsicall).

climate and
culture
chool
afet
ocial
emotional
learning

Across all suject areas, with a positive emphasis on using the data tools availale to enhance the practice of teaching, and

nglish

 strategicall targeting opportunities to uild achievement and skills, the teachers and administrators at Drexel Hill Middle

Language

chool will commit to showing a positive trend in achievement in literac, including fiction and nonfiction text.

Arts
Professional
learning

Outcome

Priorit tatement

Categor

nglish
Language
Arts

ACTION PLAN AND TP
vidence-ased trateg
Pre-referral intervention manual
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Discipline Data

The school will reduce out of school suspension for lower-tiered offenses  at least 50%. Teacher responses
to Tier 1 and Tier 2 offenses will e the primar outcome of an offense and teachers will receive support for
intervention from administrators and lead teachers.

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead Person/Position

Create a aseline for exclusions from school. Implement

2020-11-09 -

Pete chiller, van

strategies to reduce exclusion from class periods, and school.

2021-06-09

Kramp, Fran
Mclhenne

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

echool Plus Data Tools

Anticipated Outcome
Measurale reduction in exclusion from aseline data through the end of the ear
Monitoring/valuation
echool reports - Monthl update from administrative team; quarterl data presentations to school sta .

vidence-ased trateg
Trauma Coaching
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Trauma Informed Care

A trauma team will receive targeted professional development and will turn around skills with eight teachers
throughout the school.

Action tep

Working with professional coaching staff from Lakeside, administrators
and teachers will ridge from trauma informed to trauma literate, where

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

2020-08-31 2021-06-09

Jen Rosen,
lead teacher;

Coaching from Lakeside
professional coach.

each memer is ale to recall a strateg to address an issue the staff

Matt Allowa,

memer can analze under the lens of rain region controls and
ehavior as a method of communication.

Principal

Action tep

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

Anticipated Outcome
Teacher perceptual growth and application of skills
Monitoring/valuation
At the end of the rst semester and then at the end of the ear teachers will e surveed and growth will e compared from one period to
the next.

vidence-ased trateg
econdar Homeroom PI intervention
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

PI stems Instruction

The PI team will develop 25 Tier 1 instructional lessons to use in secondar homeroom for all students.

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

Teachers will implement Tier 1 and Tier 2 interventions

2020-11-09 -

Lauren Love, Lead Teacher;

Pre-referral Intervention

through the use of a scheduling initiative.

2021-06-02

Matt Allowa, Principal

Manual

Anticipated

Action tep

tart/Completion

Lead Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

Anticipated Outcome
Reduction in o ce referrals from a aseline.
Monitoring/valuation
Monthl data reviews and Quarterl facult presentations.

vidence-ased trateg
Data Meetings
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Math RIT +8

ixth grade Math MAP RIT growth will increase  an average of eight points for at least 70% of the sixth grade
students

Action tep

Anticipated tart/Completion

Lead Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

Hold data meetings three times each ear

2020-09-01 - 2021-05-27

Matt Allowa, Principal

NWA MAP Growth Tools

Anticipated Outcome
Increase pro cienc with MAP growth instructional tools
Monitoring/valuation
Teachers will add personal professional goal using at least three targeted MAP Growth tools.

vidence-ased trateg
Teacher Coaching
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Math RIT +8

ixth grade Math MAP RIT growth will increase  an average of eight points for at least 70% of the sixth grade
students

Anticipated

Lead

tart/Completion

Person/Position

District supervisor Ro chwartz will continue a

2020-09-01 -

Ro chwartz,

upports from nvisions program materials.

multi-ear coaching and development deliver.

2021-06-02

Math

upports from Tena Fulgham, math instructional

upervisor

consultant.

Action tep

Anticipated Outcome

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

Increase in average sixth grade MAP RIT growth
Monitoring/valuation
Data meetings Fall, Winter, pring

vidence-ased trateg
Reading MAP RIT Growth
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Reading RIT 5/4/3

ixth Grade reading RIT will grow  5 eventh Grade reading RIT will grow  4 ighth Grade reading RIT will
grow  3

Action tep

Anticipated tart/Completion

Lead Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports Needed

Hold data meetings three times each ear

2020-09-01 - 2021-06-02

Matt Allowa, Principal

NWA MAP Growth Tools

Anticipated Outcome
Increase pro cienc with MAP growth instructional tools
Monitoring/valuation
Teachers will add personal professional goal using at least three targeted MAP Growth tools.

vidence-ased trateg
trategic Intervention
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Reading RIT 5/4/3

ixth Grade reading RIT will grow  5 eventh Grade reading RIT will grow  4 ighth Grade reading RIT will
grow  3

Action tep

Using the COR instructional materials from the aligned LA program, in
conjunction with MAP growth instructional support tools, teachers will

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

2020-09-01 2021-06-02

Matt Allowa,
Principal

Into Literature course
materials; course map for

strategicall increase MAP RIT scores for children with comprehension

LA curriculum; NWA

needs in a strategic intervention course.

MAP Tools

Anticipated Outcome
Increase in RIT scores for students performing within one standard deviation elow the mean in Reading MAP scores.
Monitoring/valuation
Fall, Winter, pring MAP Data meetings.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

The school will reduce out of school suspension for lower-tiered offenses  at least

Pre-referral

Create a aseline

11/09/2020

50%. Teacher responses to Tier 1 and Tier 2 offenses will e the primar outcome of an

intervention

for exclusions

-

offense and teachers will receive support for intervention from administrators and lead

manual

from school.
Implement

06/09/2021

Measurale Goals

teachers. (Discipline Data)

strategies to
reduce exclusion
from class periods,
and school.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

A trauma team will receive targeted professional development and will turn around skills

Trauma

Working with

08/31/2020

with eight teachers throughout the school. (Trauma Informed Care)

Coaching

professional

-

coaching staff
from Lakeside,

06/09/2021

Measurale Goals

administrators and
teachers will
ridge from
trauma informed
to trauma literate,
where each
memer is ale to
recall a strateg to
address an issue
the staff memer
can analze under
the lens of rain
region controls
and ehavior as a
method of
communication.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

The PI team will develop 25 Tier 1 instructional lessons to use in secondar

econdar

Teachers will

11/09/2020

homeroom for all students. (PI stems Instruction)

Homeroom

implement Tier 1

-

PI
intervention

and Tier 2
interventions

06/02/2021

Measurale Goals

through the use of
a scheduling
initiative.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

ixth grade Math MAP RIT growth will increase  an average of eight points for at least
70% of the sixth grade students (Math RIT +8)

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

Data
Meetings

Hold data
meetings three

09/01/2020
-

times each ear

05/27/2021

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

ixth grade Math MAP RIT growth will increase  an average of eight points for at least

Teacher

District supervisor

09/01/2020

70% of the sixth grade students (Math RIT +8)

Coaching

Ro chwartz will

-

continue a multiear coaching and

06/02/2021

Measurale Goals

development
deliver.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

ixth Grade reading RIT will grow  5 eventh Grade reading RIT will grow  4 ighth

Reading

Hold data

09/01/2020

Grade reading RIT will grow  3 (Reading RIT 5/4/3)

MAP RIT
Growth

meetings three
times each ear

06/02/2021

Measurale Goals

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

ixth Grade reading RIT will grow  5 eventh Grade reading RIT will grow  4 ighth
Grade reading RIT will grow  3 (Reading RIT 5/4/3)

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

trategic
Intervention

Using the COR
instructional

09/01/2020
-

materials from the

06/02/2021

aligned LA
program, in
conjunction with
MAP growth
instructional
support tools,
teachers will
strategicall
increase MAP RIT
scores for children
with
comprehension
needs in a
strategic
intervention
course.

APPROVAL & IGNATUR
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
The uilding Administrator, uperintendent/Chief xecutive O cer and President of the chool oard will a rm the following statements.
We a rm that our school has developed a chool Improvement Plan ased upon a thorough review of the essential practices to advance
educational programs and processes and improve student achievement.
We a rm that the action plans that we will e implementing address our speci c school needs, include strategies that provide educational
opportunities and instructional strategies for all students and each of the student groups, increases the amount and qualit of learning time,
and provides equit in the curriculum which ma include programs, activities, and courses necessar to provide a well-rounded education.
These plans address the needs of all children in the school, ut particularl the needs of those at risk of not meeting the challenging tate
academic standards.
We, the undersigned, here certif that the school level plan has een dul reviewed  the uilding Administrator, uperintendent of
chools and formall approved  the district's oard of ducation, per guidelines required  the Pennslvania Department of ducation.
We here a rm and assure that the school level plan:
Addresses all the required components prescried  the Pennslvania Department of ducation
Meets A requirements
Reflects evidence-ased strategies that meet the three highest levels of evidence outlined in A
Has a high proailit of improving student achievement
Has sufficient LA leadership and support to ensure successful implementation
With this Assurance of Qualit & Accountailit, we, therefore, request the Pennslvania Department of ducation grant formal approval to
implement this school level plan.

chool oard Minutes or Affirmation tatement

ignature (ntered lectronicall and must have access to we application).
uperintendent/Chief xecutive Officer

chool Improvement Facilitator ignature

uilding Principal ignature

ADDNDUM A: ACKGROUND INFORMATION TO INFORM PLAN
trengths

Challenges

Proficient or Advanced on tate Assessments - LA; Two or more

Proficient or Advanced on tate Assessments - LA; All, white,

races, lack, economicall disadvantaged nglish Language
Learners; Asian, Hispanic - ach group is not et meeting the
statewide goal or interim target; however, each group

tudents with Disailities - tudent group did not meet interim
target and showed a decrease in performance from prior ear's
scores.

demonstrated an increase in performance over the prior ear's
scores. Asian and Hispanic students met the state interim target.

Proficient or Advanced on tate Assessments - Math; Asian, two

Meeting Annual Academic Growth xpectations - LA; In LA 76%
of DHM students met the growth standard. The statewide
average was 75%, and the goal was 70%.
Proficient or Advanced on tate Assessments - Math; All, lack,
Hispanic, nglish Language Learners, white - ach group is not
et meeting the statewide goal or interim target; however, each
group demonstrated an increase in performance over the prior
ear's scores.
tudents in eighth grade exceeded growth expectations in the
, , and P groups
eventh grade math Proficient (P) group maintained an average
rate of growth.
All groups showed 100% in science; this score is aove the state

or more races, tudents with Disailities, economicall
disadvantaged - tudent group did not meet interim target and
showed a decrease in performance from prior ear's scores.
tudents with disailities and white students did not meet the
interim target for achievement and showed a decrease in
performance over past ears
Asian students met the growth interim target ut their growth
score reflected a decrease from growth over past ears.
Growth among Asian students met the interim target ut was a
decrease over prior ears. Achievement among Hispanic students
did not meet the interim target and also reflected a decrease over
prior ears.
Achievement among Asian, two or more races, and economicall
disadvantaged students did not meet the interim achievement

trengths

Challenges

goal and the statewide average.

target and also reflected a decrease in score from prior ears.

Meeting Academic Growth xpectations (PVAA) - LA: 83% -

lack student achievement did not meet the interim target and

xceeds the PA goal for growth and reflects an increase from
previous ears.

showed a decrease in performance from one ear to the next.

Meeting Academic Growth xpectations (PVAA) - cience: 95% xceeds the state goal and reflects an increase from previous

Hispanic student growth met the interim target ut showed a
decrease in performance from one ear to the next.

ear's data.

Proficient or Advanced on Pennslvania Assessment - LA: 16.7% Did not meet the interim target for achievement and showed a

Career tandards enchmark: DHM is at 100%, where the state
average is 89.8% and the state standard is 98%.

decline in performance from previous ears.

Use sstematic, collaorative planning processes to ensure

Proficient or Advanced on Pennslvania Assessment - Math: 11.6%
- Did not meet the interim target for achievement and showed a

instruction is coordinated, aligned, and evidence-ased

decline in performance from previous ears.

Align curricular materials and lesson plans to the PA tandards

Proficient or Advanced on Pennslvania Assessment - Math: 14% Did not meet the state interim target and data reflects a decrease
from previous ear's data.

Use a variet of assessments (including diagnostic, formative, and
summative) to monitor student learning and adjust programs and
instructional practices

Career tandards enchmark: DHM is at 100%, where the state
average is 89.8% and the state standard is 98%. The challenge for
DHM is to sustain 1`00%.
Monitor and evaluate the impact of professional learning on staff
practices and student learning
Promote and sustain a positive school environment where all

Challenges

memers feel welcomed, supported, and safe in school: sociall,
emotionall, intellectuall and phsicall

Most Notale Oservations/Patterns

Challenges

Discussion Point

Proficient or Advanced on tate
Assessments - LA; All, white, tudents

Consider the possiilit of adding some kind of focused reading
intervention for high achieving students. Add a school-wide push on

with Disailities - tudent group did not
meet interim target and showed a
decrease in performance from prior ear's

specific strategies and reading process analsis across the curriculum.

scores.
Proficient or Advanced on Pennslvania
Assessment - LA: 16.7% - Did not meet
the interim target for achievement and

Consider the possiilit of adding some kind of focused reading
intervention for high achieving students. Add a school-wide push on
specific strategies and reading process analsis across the curriculum.

showed a decline in performance from
previous ears.

Find students with scores ver close to proficienc and plan to provide
strategies for reading that will have the iggest impact.

Priorit for Planning

Challenges

Discussion Point

Proficient or Advanced on Pennslvania
Assessment - Math: 11.6% - Did not meet

Consider the elective/interventions - Are there electives that can help
grow higher order math skills for advanced and proficient learners?

the interim target for achievement and
showed a decline in performance from
previous ears.
Proficient or Advanced on Pennslvania

Consider the elective/interventions - Are there electives that can help

Assessment - Math: 14% - Did not meet
the state interim target and data reflects a

grow higher order math skills for advanced and proficient learners? Is our
math intervention roust and ale to focus on skills that specific students

decrease from previous ear's data.

lack?

Promote and sustain a positive school
environment where all memers feel
welcomed, supported, and safe in school:

Improvements needed in attendance (dail and class-period) and
truanc.

sociall, emotionall, intellectuall and
phsicall

Priorit for Planning

ADDNDUM : ACTION PLAN
Action Plan: Pre-referral intervention manual
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Create a aseline for exclusions from school.
Implement strategies to reduce exclusion from class
periods, and school.

11/09/2020 - 06/09/2021

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

echool reports - Monthl update from administrative

Measurale reduction in exclusion from aseline data through the end of the ear

team; quarterl data presentations to school staff.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

echool Plus Data Tools

es

Action Plan: Trauma Coaching
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Working with professional coaching staff from
Lakeside, administrators and teachers will ridge from

08/31/2020 - 06/09/2021

trauma informed to trauma literate, where each
memer is ale to recall a strateg to address an issue
the staff memer can analze under the lens of rain
region controls and ehavior as a method of
communication.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

At the end of the first semester and then at the end of
the ear teachers will e surveed and growth will e

Teacher perceptual growth and application of skills

compared from one period to the next.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Coaching from Lakeside professional coach.

es

Action Plan: econdar Homeroom PI intervention
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Teachers will implement Tier 1 and Tier 2

11/09/2020 - 06/02/2021

interventions through the use of a scheduling
initiative.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monthl data reviews and Quarterl facult
presentations.

Reduction in office referrals from a aseline.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Pre-referral Intervention Manual

es

Action Plan: Data Meetings
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Hold data meetings three times each ear

09/01/2020 - 05/27/2021

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Teachers will add personal professional goal using at
least three targeted MAP Growth tools.

Increase proficienc with MAP growth instructional tools

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

NWA MAP Growth Tools

es

Action Plan: Teacher Coaching
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

District supervisor Ro chwartz will continue a multi-

09/01/2020 - 06/02/2021

ear coaching and development deliver.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Data meetings Fall, Winter, pring

Increase in average sixth grade MAP RIT growth

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

upports from nvisions program materials. upports from Tena Fulgham, math instructional consultant.

es

Action Plan: Reading MAP RIT Growth
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Hold data meetings three times each ear

09/01/2020 - 06/02/2021

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Teachers will add personal professional goal using at

Increase proficienc with MAP growth instructional tools

least three targeted MAP Growth tools.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

NWA MAP Growth Tools

es

Action Plan: trategic Intervention
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Using the COR instructional materials from the
aligned LA program, in conjunction with MAP growth

09/01/2020 - 06/02/2021

instructional support tools, teachers will strategicall
increase MAP RIT scores for children with
comprehension needs in a strategic intervention
course.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Fall, Winter, pring MAP Data meetings.

Increase in RIT scores for students performing within one standard deviation
elow the mean in Reading MAP scores.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Into Literature course materials; course map for LA curriculum; NWA MAP Tools

es

ADDNDUM C: PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

The school will reduce out of school suspension for lower-tiered offenses  at least

Pre-referral

Create a aseline

11/09/2020

50%. Teacher responses to Tier 1 and Tier 2 offenses will e the primar outcome of an

intervention

for exclusions

-

offense and teachers will receive support for intervention from administrators and lead

manual

from school.
Implement

06/09/2021

Measurale Goals

teachers. (Discipline Data)

strategies to
reduce exclusion
from class periods,
and school.
A trauma team will receive targeted professional development and will turn around skills

Trauma

Working with

08/31/2020

with eight teachers throughout the school. (Trauma Informed Care)

Coaching

professional

-

coaching staff
from Lakeside,

06/09/2021

administrators and
teachers will
ridge from
trauma informed
to trauma literate,
where each
memer is ale to
recall a strateg to
address an issue

Measurale Goals

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

the staff memer
can analze under
the lens of rain
region controls
and ehavior as a
method of
communication.
The PI team will develop 25 Tier 1 instructional lessons to use in secondar

econdar

Teachers will

11/09/2020

homeroom for all students. (PI stems Instruction)

Homeroom
PI

implement Tier 1
and Tier 2

06/02/2021

intervention

interventions
through the use of
a scheduling
initiative.

ixth grade Math MAP RIT growth will increase  an average of eight points for at least

Data

Hold data

09/01/2020

70% of the sixth grade students (Math RIT +8)

Meetings

meetings three

-

times each ear

05/27/2021

District supervisor
Ro chwartz will

09/01/2020
-

continue a multi-

06/02/2021

ixth grade Math MAP RIT growth will increase  an average of eight points for at least
70% of the sixth grade students (Math RIT +8)

Teacher
Coaching

ear coaching and
development
deliver.

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

ixth Grade reading RIT will grow  5 eventh Grade reading RIT will grow  4 ighth

Reading

Hold data

09/01/2020

Grade reading RIT will grow  3 (Reading RIT 5/4/3)

MAP RIT

meetings three

-

Growth

times each ear

06/02/2021

trategic
Intervention

Using the COR
instructional

09/01/2020
-

materials from the

06/02/2021

Measurale Goals

ixth Grade reading RIT will grow  5 eventh Grade reading RIT will grow  4 ighth
Grade reading RIT will grow  3 (Reading RIT 5/4/3)

aligned LA
program, in
conjunction with
MAP growth
instructional
support tools,
teachers will
strategicall
increase MAP RIT
scores for children
with
comprehension
needs in a
strategic
intervention
course.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

PRIM

Tier 2 team; Classroom teachers

Tier 1 and Tier 2 interventions; the effects of trauma
and the rain; strategies for uilding relationships

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Teachers using in-class management strategies to reduce

09/01/2020 - 12/02/2020

Jen Rosen, Lead Teacher; Lauren Love,

repeated lower-level offenses.

Lead Teacher

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

Trauma Coaching

Lead teachers and selected classroom
teachers.

Neurological initiative - rain states, rain regions,
ehavior as communication, regulation strategies.

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Teacher action research program output - The teachers involved
will prepare and deliver a facult presentation.

10/01/2020 - 04/30/2021

Jen Rosen, Lead Teacher

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

1: Demonstrating Knowledge of tudents

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

Data Meetings

All teachers

MAP Growth tools, reports, student data

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Teacher use of three specific MAP growth tools

09/01/2020 - 06/03/2021

Matt Allowa, Principal

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

1d: Demonstrating Knowledge of Resources
1: Demonstrating Knowledge of tudents
1c: etting Instructional Outcomes

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

Teacher Coaching

ixth Grade Math Teachers

nvisions materials, OAR intervention, MAP data
tools, Instructional deliver

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Teachers implementing new instructional materials, teachers

09/01/2020 - 06/09/2021

Ro chwartz, Math upervisor

using MAP growth tools, teacher plans for OAR intervention

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

1d: Demonstrating Knowledge of Resources
1a: Demonstrating Knowledge of Content and Pedagog
1e: Designing Coherent Instruction

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

trategic Intervention

Reading intervention teachers

Using MAP growth tools and LA program materials
to develop reading intervention

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Teacher use of MAP growth tools. Lesson plans using Into
Literature materials

09/01/2020 - 06/09/2021

Matt Allowa, Principal

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

3c: ngaging tudents in Learning
1c: etting Instructional Outcomes
1a: Demonstrating Knowledge of Content and Pedagog

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

ADDNDUM : COMPRHNIV PLAN COMMUNICATION
Communication
tep

Topics of Message

Mode

Audience

Anticipated
Timeline

Communicate

Overview of the chool Comprehensive Plan

Facult Meeting with

All facult

Novemer

with facult

presentation

Decemer
2020

Communicate
with targeted
groups

Overview of each goal of the comprehensive plan with
individuals in control of specific departments (math
department meeting, reading teacher meeting,
Trauma-informed meeting, etc).

Team meeting format

Teachers and
support
professionals
leading
initiatives

Novemer
Decemer
2020

Communicate
with families

Overview of the chool Comprehensive Plan, with
emphasis on PA Index Data review

Home and chool Meeting live
presentation; ummarization
message in Weekl Principal
Update to families.

All families

Octoer
2020

